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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

What Is Behind This Madness?    
 

 2195 OC 

 Just remember – what we are told is what they want us to believe.  But is it true? 

1 When one takes up a different viewpoint on all this, the image 
that comes into focus is not the one most people expect to see.  
The image turns our view inside-out and presents a completely 
opposing picture for our minds to grapple with. 
  

 

2 It paints the picture of utter madness at all kinds of levels, and – 
the basic fact is – the whole population is at the mercy of a 
minute number of individuals with their fingers on the button.  
The People currently have no say in what happens – but 
instead, are fed a narrative that seeks to justify the actions of 
those individuals - we have ourselves given power to. 
 

 

3 In the first part of this article – This Is More Than Just Madness 2185 NA – I 
said this - and I say it again.  The first point to be underlined is - that standing 
in our position, we have no confirmation of what is the truth and what is not.  
What many of us are very sure about however, is that there is more than one 
version of the truth - currently.   
The question we, as the People, need to be asking, is just this.   
What is the confirmed single, undeniable and provable truth?    
 
What I am referring to in this article is the Russia - Ukraine conflict. 
A conflict which is being reported - as these matters always are – from at 
least two different standpoints.  The answer we are looking for is - which of 
the reports are true – or perhaps more likely – which is more true?  
 

4 The stories in the mainstream media – and particularly the BBC – are full of 
stories from governments in Europe and further afield, which all paint one 
picture.  We have all been led to believe that Ukraine and its leadership are 
totally innocent - and the Russian aggressor is clearly the only guilty party.   
 
This is the case because – we have been told this by our trusted media 
sources.  But what if those media sources were distorting the true picture?  
And if they were distorting the picture – why would they be doing that? 
 
Could it be - that there is: 

1. An inconvenient truth which requires being disguised or buried? 
2. Another reason why escalation of the conflict is a good thing?  

 
5 What then could an inconvenient truth be - you will wonder? 

 
Well let us consider the following. 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1c9b7664da3a40cbb4173b1e25211fb7.pdf
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For the last two years and more the whole world has lived through the Covid 
story.  And what a story that has turned out to be.  And there is so much that 
is wrong with it - as told by the mainstream media. 
 
The subject is deserving of a Deep-Dive analysis and today that is not my 
goal to achieve here.  I will, however, just make some simple points which 
may open people’s minds to an alternative narrative and an alternative truth 
to the one which the government and the BBC have been encouraging us to 
take direct in the arm - without questions.   
 

1. Chris Whitty – Chief Medical Office – only ever spoke of lockdowns, 
face masks, inoculations and keeping the NHS safe.  He NEVER spoke 
of vitamin D3 or vitamin C, other treatments, or protection of our 
mental health.  He never defined what type of face mask people 
should wear or how they should dispose of them.   
His background and involvement with the vaccine producers makes 
his judgement compromised in anyone’s eyes.  
And not just his judgement – other advisors were compromised too! 
 
Vaccines traditionally take more than a decade to trial and even then, 
many get ditched if they cause more than a handful of deaths.  But the 
one Whitty eagerly awaited was prepared and shipped in months. 
It remains on test - and anyone who has taken one for him, is part of 
the ongoing trial which is not due to complete until next year - earliest. 
 

2. And the inoculations Whitty was excited about us all getting would 
never have been given Emergency Use Authorisation – EUA – as they 
were, if an effective, safe and available alternative treatment existed.  
Well, there was - it seems – but Whitty wanted us all to have the jab 
instead – and that is despite it not being tested, fully trialled and 
proved totally safe. 
 
Today, thousands of deaths are directly attributed to the inoculations 
given an EUA – and to be fair, the government expected this.  Why? 
 
Why then wasn’t the roll-out of the inoculations stopped?   
Why the expectation of high volumes in inoculation injury and deaths?  
On 23Oct20, the MHRA called for an AI solution to handle the high 
volume of Adverse Drug Reactions - ADRs expected and resultant 
from administering the inoculations to people.   
The inoculations didn’t roll-out until several months later, in Dec2020. 
The early trial data must have provided the warning – but not to us!   
 
And there is no sign of a cancelling of the mass roll-out, despite those 
deaths.  Again, the BBC talks today of a 4th booster, so the government 
really does want everyone jabbed – children included.  Another why? 
 

3. The story of Covid now indicates that it is/was no worse than flu and 
its main targets were those over the age of 86 and with comorbidities.  
 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ab4fa458ff384fcd8b2a5d540832d1da.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ab4fa458ff384fcd8b2a5d540832d1da.pdf
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Dr John Campbell compiled an analysis of figures which had to be 
extracted from government via a Freedom of Information Request.  
The analysis showed that instead of 170,000 people dying of Covid - 
ONLY 17,000 did.  The rest died of something else – like a road 
accident – but had been tested before dying as having Covid and 
were thus added to the numbers. 
Stories from hospital workers are numerous on this subject alone.   
 

4. Children have barely been touched by Covid although young adults 
have died of it.  But should they have? 
 
Dr Tess Lawrie has become a leading star in the world of science and 
truth this last year.  She and countless other frontline doctors have 
spoken about the alternative treatments available for patients with the 
Covid virus.  Dr Tess wrote to PM Johnson in Jan2021, telling him of a 
cheap, effective, safe and available treatment.  You would think he and 
his team would have been straight on it – but NO.  It was buried.  Why? 
 
Dr Tess also videoed an extraordinary exchange with Dr Andrew Hill.  
The video shows how the cheap, effective, safe and available 
treatment - which could have saved thousands of lives – was 
sabotaged by a report which Dr Andrew put his name to for the WHO.  
It became clear, Dr Andrew had had his strings pulled by the jab 
makers.  They fund the university where he works.  
See Del Bigtree speaking with Dr Tess Lawrie about this story. 
 

5. Instead of patients being treated with this cheap, effective, safe and 
available drug – before they even got to hospital – in hospital they 
were put on ventilators and given the drug Remdesivir.  This was a 
protocol which thousands of doctors quickly realised was killing 
patients and doing so within 7days.  In the US, hospitals were paid 
huge sums of money to administer this protocol.  It was like a 
monetary culling incentive for the commercially run hospitals there!  
The clear outcomes did not stop the health authorities in the US or the 
UK – they ignored the findings and pushed on with the protocols 
regardless.  Thousands of people have needlessly died in this way. 
 
Have a listen to Kate Dalley speaking about her husband who got 
hospitalised and tested positive for Covid.  He survived – Kate saved 
him by rejecting the protocol.  
 
How could this happen in any hospital you may ask?  Indeed.  Well for 
some medics knowing what was happening in hospitals, they have 
either spoken out about it and been sacked for doing so – or just left 
the medical service because they couldn’t be a part of it any longer. 
 
Doctors Sam White and David Cartland being just two – left the NHS. 
Many others have done so – in part causing the staff shortages being 
talked about now and the long ambulance waiting times. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UHvwWWcjYw
https://rumble.com/vwfia3-a-letter-to-andrew-hill-dr-tess-lawrie-oracle-films.html
https://thehighwire.com/videos/former-w-h-o-consultant-exposes-takedown-of-ivermectin/
https://rumble.com/vktdpt-our-first-hand-icu-story-what-is-actually-killing-people-in-the-hospital.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/psB8Lkoq3XQL/
https://www.ukcolumn.org/video/nhs-in-crisis-covid-19-vaccines-a-duty-of-care-and-why-doctors-are-leaving-the-nhs
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6. And as for hospitals being overrun?  Nothing close!  The hospitals 
were emptied by placing the vulnerable elderly into care homes 
without testing first – and cancelling thousands of hospital bookings 
for operations completely unconnected with Covid.  
 
The hospitals stayed empty through the pandemic period!  
The Nightingale Hospitals were similarly empty and were a sham.   
I heard that myself from a senior doctor I spoke with from Bristol.   
It may have been different if Health Secretary Hancock had said, we 
put them in place as a precaution – but thankfully we didn’t need 
them.  Instead, he had us all believe they were needed and were used.     
 
Have a listen to funeral director John O’Looney.  This man had a front 
row seat in the Covid theatre and his testimony is beyond shocking.  
 
John speaks candidly about what he has seen, what he witnessed and 
what he was told by hospital staff.  He was shown a pop-up mortuary 
in one hospital and was told “We are expecting a major problem.” 
That was in Oct2019 – well before Covid had left China!   
 
Sir Graham Brady MP – senior politician – heard John’s testimony first-
hand – together with testimony from other prominent medics and 
scientists.  So, what happened after that meeting in Birdcage Walk?  
Nothing! 
 

The above doesn’t scratch the surface of this version of the story.  But it does 
paint a picture of some extraordinary happenings which have - according to 
high-profiled doctors, scientists and lawyers – gone on.  In fact, the story and 
accumulated evidence is sufficient to bring a case against the named 
individuals in the courts – including at the International Criminal Court in The 
Hague. 
 
It is in such a place – a court of law - that the narrative above and so much 
more in apparent support thereof, can be fully and properly tested.  
 
But what does all this Covid stuff have to do with the war in Ukraine.?    
 

6 Well, let us consider this. 
 
Let’s say that the accumulated evidence - against, PM Johnson, members of 
his cabinet, the government’s trusted advisors and a countless number of 
medical administrators and clinicians - is beyond doubt.  Then this puts this 
top level of personnel in society, previously trusted, in a very bad light. 
Potentially it could place them on charges of mass murder, if not genocide. 
 
Take the above, and now level the exact same charges on pretty much most 
of the governments – if not all the governments - that have spoken out in 
support of Ukraine.  The indications are that every charge based on the 
evidence accumulated – does indeed refer to these same governments. 
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/pqLzceYgFv3W/
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If this were the case – and let’s just pretend for one moment that it is - is it so 
mad to suggest that stepping up the war in Ukraine, will most likely help to 
bury the facts surrounding Covid and all the negative stories attached 
thereto?   
 
Such a thing would give people something else to read about on the BBC – 
and indeed worry about with all the related stories of prices skyrocketing, 
energy shortages next winter and threats of nuclear war.  It would surely 
steer people away from the burning issues of just a few weeks ago.  
 
And if we were to think this notion is a complete nonsense – then it’s perhaps 
worth our time looking at Michael Moore’s 2004 documentary film, 
Fahrenheit 9/11. 
 
The film is not so much about the attacks on the twin towers and the 
Pentagon building, so much as what the attacks led to in Iraq.  The film 
indicates that the war was all about the US getting hands on Iraq oil.  There 
are parallels from the story of Iraq which are now ringing bells with Ukraine.     
 
But speaking of the Pentagon, this documentary about the Pentagon attack is 
one of the most absorbing and convincing I have seen about 9/11. 
If the Pentagon attack was fake – then it was all fake – meaning all the 9/11 
attacks were false flag.  The consequences of that takes some mental 
processing!   
Once processed however, it opens the door to some outrageous possibilities!  
 
Speaking of outrageous possibilities. 
Some have said – the bigger the crime – the more difficult it is for people to 
believe it.  The result being, they dismiss it as being fake.  And that is entirely 
understandable.  But - when people understand the story of 9/11 - it 
becomes a whole lot easier to believe a different story about Covid and the 
hypothesis put forward in these paragraphs.   
 
If a person can get to the point of believing that their government was 
responsible for killing 3000 of its own citizens – based on monetary gain for 
certain elites - then they will be open to believe anything about their 
government.  That’s entirely understandable too. 
Anything governments do - or are accused of doing - is no longer beyond 
the believable.  
 
The right legal setting will answer all these questions - by testing all the 
evidence to destruction.  It is interesting to note that the files laid before the 
International Criminal Court in The Hague, have so far been held up.  Why? 
 

7 In section 4 above, I asked these questions.  Why would the media be 
distorting the truth?  Could it be - there is: 
1. An inconvenient truth which requires being disguised or buried? 
2. Another reason why escalation of the conflict is a good thing? 
 
Having now addressed No1, let’s look at No2. 
 

https://www.imdb.com/video/vi1235616025/?playlistId=tt0361596&ref_=tt_ov_vi
https://odysee.com/@the911puzzle:9/911-Pentagon-Attack:a
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There are some apparent uncomfortable truths about Ukraine. 
There are stories about: 

• The US involvement in Ukraine. 
• A string of US funded bio-labs in Ukraine.   
• Hunter Biden involved in dubious Ukraine energy deals. 
• Innocent people being killed by the Ukraine government. 
• The Ukraine government failing to honour an agreement with Russia. 
• The concerns Russia has about the NATO build up on its border. 

   
All the while, the mainstream media sing a unified story put out by various 
governments around the world.  But stories are not true stories until they are 
proved one way or another – irrespective of who is telling them. 
 
Given that trust in governments is now at an all-time low – for many people - 
we all have to be very careful what we decide is truth – that is until it is 
proven within a legal system which the People can trust.   
 

8 Let’s look a little more deeply at what has been said about these stories 
involving Ukraine and Russia. 
Take a look at the string of narratives which are detailed below under their 
respective headings: 
 

The US involvement in Ukraine 
The US has a long and documented history of interfering with the balance of 
power and politics of other countries - and it seems Ukraine is no different. 
 
Russian military attack on Ukraine: How we got there 
 
Here’s the truth about what’s really happening - 23Feb22 
 

A string of US funded bio-labs in Ukraine 
Putin has explained that one reason he has moved into Ukraine is to 
terminate the 30 plus bio-labs working on deadly pathogens - which are said 
to be focused on delivering bio-weapons against specifically identified ethnic 
groups of Russian origin.  Such is the level of technological advancement in 
this industry.  Pathogens can now be designed to target particular gene sets. 
 
These bio-labs have been receiving funding from the US and involve persons 
of interest – in the form of Hunter Biden – son of US president no less! 
 
Russia makes Hunter Biden biolab claim 
 
US Company Metabiota Links Biolabs in Africa and Ukraine to the Pentagon 
 
Russia presents new evidence from US-funded Ukraine biolabs 
 
Watch: More Tucker Carlson Coverage of US-Funded Ukraine Biolabs 
 
Klaus Schwab & Hunter Biden Connected To Ukraine Bio-Labs 
 

https://www.rt.com/russia/550493-ukraine-donbass-military-operation-prehistory/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/P5N7DeiY94CT/
https://www.rt.com/russia/552638-ukraine-biolabs-us-funding/
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/17/metabiota-links-biolabs-to-the-pentagons-dtra/
https://www.rt.com/russia/552177-ukraine-biolabs-weapons-military/
https://nworeport.me/2022/03/11/watch-more-tucker-carlson-coverage-of-us-funded-ukraine-biolabs/
https://rumble.com/vx0vy5-reese-report-klaus-schwab-and-hunter-biden-connected-to-ukraine-bio-labs..html
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Russia Makes New Claims On US-Financed Biolabs In Ukraine 
 
US-Funded Bioterror Labs in Ukraine Released Anthrax and Plague 
 
Russia claims Ukraine destroying evidence of US-funded bioweapons  
 
US conducted ‘inhumane’ lab experiments in Ukraine – Russia 
 
US Embassy Website Has REMOVED All Evidence Of Ukraine Bio-Labs 
 
 

Hunter Biden involved in dubious Ukraine energy deals 
 
Bidens' money trail to Russia, China, and Ukraine exposed 
 
 

Innocent people being killed by the Ukraine government 
 
Russian military attack on Ukraine: How we got there 
 
Putin explains Russian military's plan in Ukraine 
 
 

The Ukraine government failing to honour an agreement with Russia 
 
Russian military attack on Ukraine: How we got there 
 
Putin explains Russian military's plan in Ukraine 
 
 

The concerns Russia has about the NATO build up on its border 
 
President Vladimir Putin claims NATO's 'active military build-up' forced 
Russia to invade Ukraine in Victory Day speech 
 
 
FURTHER UKRAINE NARRATIVE MAKING INTERESTING READING 
 
Oil and gas companies are looking at a bonanza from the Ukraine war 
This story has echoes with the Iraq war - covered by the film Fahrenheit 9/11. 
That war was really all about the US making money from Iraq oil.  
 
US doesn’t want peace in Ukraine – Russia 
 
Ukraine turns off Europe-bound gas 
 
The MSM’s outrageous misreporting on Ukraine 
 
Putin reveals how Ukraine bloodshed could've been avoided 
 
Former NATO Soldier DESTROYS Official Ukraine War Narrative 

https://principia-scientific.com/russia-makes-new-claims-on-us-financed-biolabs-in-ukraine/
https://newspunch.com/putin-us-funded-bioterror-labs-in-ukraine-released-anthrax-and-plague/
https://www.rt.com/russia/551374-ukraine-biological-warfare-labs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/553878-ukraine-biolab-human-experiments/
https://principia-scientific.com/us-embassy-website-has-removed-all-evidence-of-ukraine-bio-labs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGcKDTqhGM0
https://www.rt.com/russia/550493-ukraine-donbass-military-operation-prehistory/
https://www.rt.com/russia/553768-putin-ukraine-operation-timing/
https://www.rt.com/russia/550493-ukraine-donbass-military-operation-prehistory/
https://www.rt.com/russia/553768-putin-ukraine-operation-timing/
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/global-affairs/president-vladimir-putin-claims-natos-active-military-buildup-forced-russia-to-invade-ukraine-in-victory-day-speech/news-story/796d14d728825760cb2fea52d7f0843c
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/global-affairs/president-vladimir-putin-claims-natos-active-military-buildup-forced-russia-to-invade-ukraine-in-victory-day-speech/news-story/796d14d728825760cb2fea52d7f0843c
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/mar/10/oil-and-gas-companies-are-looking-at-a-bonanza-from-the-ukraine-war
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi1235616025/?playlistId=tt0361596&ref_=tt_ov_vi
https://www.rt.com/russia/554358-zakharova-russia-us-disinformation/
https://www.rt.com/russia/555265-gazprom-gas-ukraine-europe/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/the-msms-outrageous-misreporting-on-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/552091-putin-donbass-bloodshed-ukraine/
https://www.doubledown.news/watch/2022/march/8/former-nato-soldier-destroys-official-ukraine-war-narrative
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Is there more to the Ukraine/Russia conflict than meets the eye? 
 
Fact check: How to spot a fake military success story in Russia-Ukraine war 
 
Guy went too Ukraine in early March - It exposes the media lies 
 
As we always say – we do not know the truth about these stories.  We only 
know there is more than one narrative telling the story.  It is only by open 
discussion and testing of all the evidence that any of us can get to know the 
single provable truth. 
 
There is enough in all the above stories to place us all on watch duty – and 
enough to warn us NOT to be taken in by what is reported by any media 
channel without questioning deeper.   
 

9 In the meantime, the conflict in Ukraine shows no sign of abating – let alone 
ending.  The West seems determined to poke the Bear and to stoke the fire 
with ever more volumes of money and military weapons being sent to 
Ukraine to prolong and deepen the conflict. 
 
This is madness in the extreme and it will not end well for any of us if we 
allow this course to be run by the politicians behind these decisions.  
 
A brief look at the consequences of those decisions: 
 

• The death toll speaks for itself – whichever opposing story you favour 
• The disruption to life in Ukraine 
• The disruption to life in surrounding nations 
• The impact on fuel prices for everyone 
• The expected further inflation of food prices 
• The possible shortage of grain from Ukraine - a major world supplier 
• The shut off of gas from Russia – another major supplier 
• The massive shortfall in energy everywhere as a result 
• The gov’t plans to build a nuclear power station every year 

And this is the last energy option anyone should be considering!  
Take a look at these instances – kindly listed by Wikipedia. 
I was shocked to see such an extensive list of incidents.  
 
All the People – us and them – only want peace and fairness.  But it seems 
there are politicians in this world who have a different agenda.  That agenda 
may have a good deal to do with the World Economic Forum - WEF. 
 

10 The WEF is a rather big topic and there are many things to know about it and 
understand.  It reads like the script from a James Bond film and the main 
character is a Bond-like villain if ever you saw one: Klaus Schwab - founder. 
 
Under his leadership – unelected as it is – the WEF is setting itself up with 
the support of all the leading politicians of the world AND the individuals with 
the most money and influence – to exercise ever greater control over us all.   

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/24/is-there-is-more-to-the-ukraine-russia-conflict/
https://www.dw.com/en/fact-check-how-to-spot-a-fake-military-success-story-in-russia-ukraine-war/a-61453500
https://bit.ly/3r3VFiJ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nuclear_power_accidents_by_country
https://www.weforum.org/
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One catch phrase used by the WEF is: 
“You will own nothing – and be happy”. 

After translation – the statement appears to mean: 
They – the elite - will own everything – and be even happier! 

 
If that is not a scary thought for you – then you know nothing about the WEF 
and its clearly stated ambitions for you and your children. 
 
To get a taste of the WEF – for those who have not delved yet into this pot - 
watch Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James Delingpole on 
the subject. 
 
Again, without the input of citizens anywhere in the world, these same 
politicians have determined the future we are all going to have.  It has been 
enshrined in plans typically referred to as The Great Reset.  This is a most 
disturbing plan for any non-elite who has read it. 
The Great Reset is explained here in 340 seconds. 
 
Putin has read it – and he didn’t like it.  He doesn’t want any part of it and said 
it will not work anyway.  This surely has put a thorn in the side of all those 
politicians, governments, self-appointed elites and global corporations set to 
benefit from The Great Reset.   
 
Putin’s rejection of The Great Reset would surely be another reason for the 
West to prolong this conflict and make mileage out of it.  He is not on side! 
   
And let’s not forget - that the money funding this conflict is taxpayers’ money 
which could be otherwise spent.   
And the lives lost are not the lives of politicians - or their children.    

   
11 The one thing that Covid has done for this world and the people left 

undamaged by it – or the prevention treatment related to it – is this. 
 
Covid - and the alternative story about it - has maybe served to wake us all 
up to the failings of the systems we took for granted as being solid, serving 
and reliable.  The systems at the top of the failings list are without a doubt 
our political systems and all those individuals who operate within them.  This 
is the time when, as people of this world – and it is our world – have the 
opportunity to do something amazing. 
 
The People of this world have the opportunity to step up and take full 
responsibility for our lives and the lives of our fellows.  This means taking 
back that responsibility from politicians who have enjoyed exercising control 
over the masses for so long now and have proved they are not good at it.   
In fact, I’d venture, that they could not have made a worse job of it.      
 
This is a time for People to make decisions for the People. 
A new type of democracy and way of life is now visible on the horizon – a 
democracy which is formulated on the very basics of life. 
 

https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/the-great-reset-globalists-using-the-virus-to-destroy-the-old-world-order/video/d058027077c9b0de8cf91e34503c95a5
https://www.bitchute.com/video/R6UrmMZFwzbl/
https://www.awah.uk/post/putin-says-no-to-the-wef-great-reset
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The basics are not challenging to list, as they will roll off the tongue of any 
decent human being with a well-adjusted sense of what is right, fair and just. 
The list can begin with the following:   

• Do no harm to anyone or anything 
• Fairness and equality 
• A democracy structured on involvement 
• Openness and transparency 
• Involvement and inclusivity 
• Care for each other as human beings 
• Care for all living creatures 
• Care for our home planet 

 
Beyond achieving all the above and more – life should be just grand. 
In fact, it will be blissfully wonderful. 

 
 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 

Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 
In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 

 
 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK What Is Behind This Madness? Part 1 

5 LINK MHRA called for an AI solution to handle the high volume of Adverse 
Drug Reactions – ADRs – connected with the C19 inoculations 

5 LINK Dr John Campbell - FOIR revelation about LOW death 

5 LINK A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill | Dr Tess Lawrie | Oracle Films 

5 LINK Del Bigtree speaking with Dr Tess Lawrie about this story 

5 LINK Kate Dalley speaking about her husband 

5 LINK Dr Sam White – On leaving the NHS 

5 LINK Dr David Cartland – On leaving the NHS 

5 LINK Funeral Director: John O’Looney 

6 LINK Fahrenheit 9/11: The trailer 

6 LINK Documentary about the 9/11 Pentagon building attack 

8  See list within the section  

9 LINK List of nuclear power accidents by country 

9 LINK World Economic Forum 

10 LINK Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James Delingpole 

10 LINK The Great Reset is explained here in 340 seconds 

10 LINK Putin has read it – and he didn’t like it 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1c9b7664da3a40cbb4173b1e25211fb7.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ab4fa458ff384fcd8b2a5d540832d1da.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UHvwWWcjYw
https://rumble.com/vwfia3-a-letter-to-andrew-hill-dr-tess-lawrie-oracle-films.html
https://thehighwire.com/videos/former-w-h-o-consultant-exposes-takedown-of-ivermectin/
https://rumble.com/vktdpt-our-first-hand-icu-story-what-is-actually-killing-people-in-the-hospital.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/psB8Lkoq3XQL/
https://www.ukcolumn.org/video/nhs-in-crisis-covid-19-vaccines-a-duty-of-care-and-why-doctors-are-leaving-the-nhs
https://www.bitchute.com/video/pqLzceYgFv3W/
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi1235616025/?playlistId=tt0361596&ref_=tt_ov_vi
https://odysee.com/@the911puzzle:9/911-Pentagon-Attack:a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nuclear_power_accidents_by_country
https://www.weforum.org/
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/the-great-reset-globalists-using-the-virus-to-destroy-the-old-world-order/video/d058027077c9b0de8cf91e34503c95a5
https://www.bitchute.com/video/R6UrmMZFwzbl/
https://www.awah.uk/post/putin-says-no-to-the-wef-great-reset
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  FURTHER READING 

 LINK The Propaganda: Ukraine’s Fake Factory 
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